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Abstract: Cardiac Arrhythmia refers to a medical condition in which heart beats irregularly. This paper aims to detect and
classify arrhythmia into various classes based on the Electrocardiogram(ECG) readings and also other attributes. A some
popular techniques were implemented namely Naive Bayes, SVM, Random Forests and Neural Networks. In new approach I
have implemented k-nearest algorithm for prediction of cardiac arrhythmia. The new implemented method achieves an overall
accuracy when compared with various other existing approaches.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
Abnormality in heart beat might be innocuous or life danger ening. Consequently both precise discovery of quality too as
arrangement of arrhythmia are essential. Arrhythmia can be analyzed by estimating the heart action utilizing an instrument called
ECG or electrocardiograph and after that dissecting the recorded information. Distinctive parameter qualities can be extricated from
the ECG waveforms also, can be utilized alongside other data about the persistent like age, restorative history, and so on to
distinguish arrhythmia. Be that as it may, some of the time it might be troublesome for a specialist to take a gander at these long
length ECG accounts and find minute anomalies. In this manner, utilizing AI for mechanizing arrhythmia finding can be very
helpful. The undertaking goes for utilizing distinctive machine learning calculations like Naive Bayes, SVM, Logical regression &
KNN .
II.
DATASET
The dataset for the venture is taken from the UCI AI Repository https://chronicle.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Arrhythmia (1 csv record, 1
data document).There are (452) columns, each speaking to medical record of an alternate patient. There are 279 characteristics like
age, weight and patient's ECG related information. The informational index is marked with 16 unique classes. Classes 2 to 15
compare to various kinds of arrhythmia. Class 1 relates having a place with class 1 and 185 in- positions being part among the 14
arrhythmia classes and the rest 22 are unclassified, 3 of the classes identified with the level of AV square don't show up in the
informational collection. The marks for this informational index are acquired from cardiologists.
III.
DATA PREPROCESSING
The first information contains sections with both missing qualities and single esteemed sections having a similar esteem for all the
patient records. These segments were erased from the informational collection. The subsequent informational index contained 452
examples and 257 highlights.
IV.

EXISTING SYSTEM

In existing system we use naïve-bayes algorithm.
A. Naïve-Bayes Algorithm
We executed our very own Naive Bayes binomial and multinomial classfiers in Matlab. This usage was performed with no
component decrease.A significant number of the component are genuine esteemed thus these were discretised individual partner into
various dimensions.
The outcomes appeared with 30 distinctive discretisation levels. We also experiemented with various number of discretisation levels
from 20 to 60 however the test blunders were practically comparable. Results appeared for two changed cases. In the first, the
preparing testing information was part 70% - 30% and 3 overlap cross approval was performed. In the second case, the preparing
testing information was part 80% - 320% and 5 overlap cross approval was performed. Both the test and train blunders are high,
demonstrating that Naive Bayes can't top ture the information appropriation adequately.
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Fig1.Learning score for the Naïve Bayes Algorithm.
V.
PROPOSED SYSTEM
In this paper we are using k-nearest algorithm to lessen the training time and to improve the accuracy.
A. K-Nearest Neighbor Algorithm
K-Nearest Neighbors is one of the most basic yet essential classification algorithms in Machine Learning. It belongs to the
supervised learning domain and finds intense application in pattern recognition, data mining and intrusion detection.
It is widely disposable in real-life scenarios since it is non-parametric, meaning, it does not make any underlying assumptions about
the distribution of data (as opposed to other algorithms such as GMM, which assume a Gaussian distribution of the given data).
We are given some prior data (also called training data), which classifies coordinates into groups identified by an attribute.

Fig2: Data flow diagram
Here we give dataset and process the given dataset select the algorithm train the dataset take input parameters from users and predict
the data by using dataset, and it will predict a patient has cardiac arrthymia disease or not.
VI.
CONCLUSION
The paper presents the implementation of a few techniques used by contemporary papers on the arrhythmia data set. We also
implemented K-N neighbour which gave us a generalization error. This provides a marginal improvement over the generalization
errors reported by the papers we surveyed. It is clear from the above data that the SVM and Logistic Regression algorithms are
capable of automatically detecting arrhythmias with reliable accuracy. We started with KNN and we tried to obtain maximum
accuracy for different values of K ranging from.
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